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1. Methods to gain user insights



What we can learn
• Visits, engagement, CTR

− How many visits does this page get? 

− Where do people enter the site from?

− What are the most used links on a page?

− Before and after feature release 

• Page flows
− What is the most common flow through a site? 

Segmentation allows even greater detail
• E.g. Are signed in users more likely to search?

• Is someone who has used search in a session more or 
less likely to use the ‘save search’ feature?

Product Analytics at Elsevier



Does not tell the whole story
- Did they achieve their goal?
- How easy or difficult was it to use?
- How does this experience compare?
- What are their unmet needs?

Limitations



User Research

Thinking

Hearing

Feeling

Seeing

Doing



Qualitative User Research

Learn about needs, pain points, workflow, difficulties with 
interaction

How people are using a product, why they do certain things

Conducted with lower numbers

Examples: Contextual interviews, concept testing, usability tests. 

Limitations: Time, resources, access to representative users



Analysis of Qualitative Data

Individual insights

Themes



Quantitative User Research

Measures some preference or aspect of an experience

Conducted with higher numbers

Examples: demographics survey, design preferences, 
satisfaction metrics

Limitations: Access to user facing channel



Other sources of insights

Feedback from 
customers via account 

management

Customer support 
feedback

In product user 
feedback



2. How people use book and 
journal content on ScienceDirect



Journal & Book Content
Analytics



How do people get to book 
and journal content? 





How do people use search 
filters? 







How do people engage 
with the content?



SD customers are downloading the journal articles more per visit than 
book content (28% vs. 11%).

1. Downloading PDF



ScienceDirect customers are utilizing reference links similarly across 
journal and book content (3%, 6%)

2. Viewing references



80% of book content visits are on desktop compared to 75% of 
article page visits.

3. Device used



How do people use the 
Topics pages?





78% of topic page visits are from Google.

1. Referrer page



.

2. Interacting with the page



The overall click through rate for books and review article content 
on topic pages is 1.84%.

3. Clicking through to more content



Journal & Book Content
User Research



How do researchers make use of book and journal content ?

Study 19 post-doc researchers and PhD students 
in 4 institutes. 

Participants were asked to draw a timeline of 
their project and show when in their research 
they use literature most.







During several user testing projects in 2016 and 2017, users were asked: 
“For what reasons would you turn to a book over a journal article?”



“Papers speculate, give possibilities, 
theorize whereas after 5 years it
becomes established fact... in a book.”

“For looking up specific chapters on latest 
developments e.g. 'hot melt extrusion' -
because articles aren't usually just on the 
instrumentation.”

“[Books] are broader, have more 
accessible language, written by 
an expert in the
field. But, when you’re building 
your own story, getting more 
detailed you
need more recent reviews and 
data becomes more relevant to 
scope what’s
out there.”



“It’s too comprehensive to read a 
whole book but the Table of 
Contents is very important. “

“An article is more concentrated. If you don’t 
know about a subject then I would go to a 
book, it’s explained better…
and I can see related subjects. I go to books 
to feel more secure I’ll understand it. “

“Books are easier to read, articles are more 
compressed. Books are good for explaining 
points, good if you’re starting out PhD or a 
new topic. I don’t read them cover to cover, 
but go to the parts I’m interested in. “

“I prefer review papers as books can 
be outdated. “



Case Study: Using Analytics and 
User Research to Evolve the Topic 

Page







topics.sciencedirect.com





“I visited ScienceDirect to find new information 
for my assignments. I always open a few more 
tabs for any related research papers but with 
ScienceDirect topic pages, it helps me save my 
time researching any information as it really 
exposes various connections across one topic 
and others.”
— Student, UMP



“I was looking on the ScienceDirect 
Topic Page for some biological 
terms. Though I am a chemist 
graduate, it was for a multi-
disciplinary purpose and I found it 
really useful after the search.”
—Student, Indian Institute of Technology Hyderabad





Ideas for conducting user research



Understand current behaviour
• Recruit a range of user types
• Ask them to show you how they use your different services
• Ask open and neutral questions
• Do they have any workarounds for problems?
• What sites do they have bookmarked?
• Do they have any unmet needs?

Test new features or designs
• Recruit potential users
• Ask them to ’drive’ the mock up or prototype
• Give them a ’typical task and ask them to complete it, thinking aloud. 
• Notice any areas they are confused or struggle with
• Make or recommend changes to solve these

Understand most important ‘jobs’
• Email or in-product invitation to a survey
• “What did you come to the library site for today to accomplish?”
• Give options, ask them to order in priority
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